Mean values for State Acute Presentation in training vs validation datasets.

The diagram displays the comparison of mean values for various variables between training and validation datasets. The variables include Hct, Hgb, Mcv, Plt, Basophil, Eosinophil, Lymph, Monocyte, Neutrophil, Wbc, Glucose, Alp, Alt, Bilirubin, Creatinine, Potassium, Sodium, Urea, Diastolic, Pulse, Resp, Systolic, and Temp. The type of value is indicated by yellow for training and green for validation.
Mean values for State Acute Thrombotic in training vs validation datasets
Mean values for State Autoimmune or Atopic in training vs validation datasets

- Normalised value
- Type of value: training, validation

- Variables: hct, hgb, mcv, plt, basophil, eosinophil, lymph, monocyte, neutrophil, wbc, glucose, alp, bilirubin, creatinine, potassium, sodium, urea, diastolic, pulse, resp, systolic, temp
Mean values for State Blood Dyscrasia in training vs validation datasets
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Mean values for State Bone Marrow Suppression in training vs validation datasets.
Mean values for State Early Discharge in training vs validation datasets
Mean values for State Hepatic in training vs validation datasets
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Type of value:
- Orange: training
- Green: validation
Mean values for State Other Illness Presentation in training vs validation datasets.

Type of value:
- **Training** (orange)
- **Validation** (green)
Mean values for State Prolonged Illness in training vs validation datasets.

The graph displays a box plot for each variable, comparing training (yellow) and validation (green) datasets. The x-axis represents the variable names, and the y-axis shows the normalized value range from -2.5 to 5.0.
Mean values for State Resolving Inflammatory Response in training vs validation datasets.

- Normalised value range: -2.5 to 2.5
- Mean values for State Resolving Inflammatory Response in training vs validation datasets.

Var | Type of value
--- | ---
| | training | validation

- Var includes: hct, hgb, mcv, plt, basophil, eosinophil, lymph, monocyte, neutrophil, wbc, glucose, alp, bilirubin, creatinine, potassium, sodium, urea, diastolic, pulse, resp, systolic, temp.
Mean values for State Stable but Static Renal in training vs validation datasets
Mean values for State Stable Renal in training vs validation datasets
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Mean values for State Stable Renal in training vs validation datasets
Mean values for State Treatment Response 1 in training vs validation datasets
Mean values for State Treatment Response 2 in training vs validation datasets
Mean values for State Unstable Renal in training vs validation datasets